
       

 
ROTATING COMB GRID  range  -  RP  -  

DESCRIPTION 

             
          
1.0  HOW IT WORKS 
 
1.1  The arched grid, with spacing from 15 to 40 mm., is positioned inside a reinforced concrete channel.  

The water flows through the grid at right angles to the bars. 
1.2 The solid material present in the water is deposited on the grid, while the water, without the solids, 

continues to flow down  in the channel. 
1.3 The cleaning operation is carried out by PVC cleaning combs, which, slowly rotating, pass through 

the slits, remove the material from the grids and deposit it in a tank positioned at the front. 
 
2.0 HOW IT IS BUILT 
 
2.1  The structure consists of a frame, two tubular steel arms and an arched grid, in hot-galvanised 

carbon steel. 
2.2  PVC cleaning combs, mounted on hot galvanised steel supports.  
2.3  Scraper with double shock absorber and collecting tank for solid waste. 
2.4  Geared motor with adjustable torque limiting device.  
2.5  Spacing available from 15 to 40 mm. 
 
3.0 COMPONENTS 
 
3.1 LOAD-BEARING FRAME in tubular hot-galvanised carbon steel to position directly above the 

channel. 
3.2 ARCHED BAR GRID 40x10 mm. with the upper part hinged to the internal bearing frame, and to be 

positioned inside the channel. 
3.3 COMB-CARRYNG ROTATING ARMS, fastened to the bearing frame by means of         supporting 

ball-bearings. 
3.4 PVC CLEANING COMBS mounted on hot galvanised steel supports. 
3.5 SCRAPER for automatic comb cleaning, equipped with double effect shock absorber. 
3.6 WORM SCREW REDUCER, with pre-torque and torque limiting device incorporated. 
3.7 ELECTRIC MOTOR, three-phase 220/380 volt, 50 Hz., 1400 rpm, IP 55 protection, insulation class 

F. 
 
4.0 OPTIONALS 
 
4.1 Cover in polycarbonate with frame in AISI 304 stainless steel (as CE rules) 
4.2 Manufactured in AISI 304 stainless steel. 
4.3  ON/OFF control box with overload cutout mounted in the machine. (not as CEI rules) 
4.4  Plate box with electromagnetic, thermic, general switch and timer  (not as CEI rules) 
4.5   Control and protection electric panel into a resin box with double door. Automatism with timer, level 

sounds, end-of-stroke device for combs out from the channel and emergency head switch. Fixed on 
the wall. (as CEI rules). 

4.6 Column in AISI 304 stainless steel for fixing on the floor of electric panel.   
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